April 25, 2022

Arthur Milligan
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Charleston
550 MEETING ST
CHARLESTON SC 29403

Dear Arthur Milligan:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00100002022D

This letter obligates $638,136.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $3,075,968.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Arthur Milligan
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Charleston
550 MEETING ST
CHARLESTON SC 29403

Dear Arthur Milligan:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00100003022D

This letter obligates $504,057.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022,
representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount
of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of
$2,472,315.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim
eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility
and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the
HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS
are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Arthur Milligan  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Charleston  
550 MEETING ST  
CHARLESTON SC 29403

Dear Arthur Milligan:

SUBJECT:  **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00100004022D

This letter obligates $587,779.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $2,778,079.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at [https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf](https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf).

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Yvonda Bean
Executive Director
Housing Authority Of Columbia
1917 HARDEN Street
COLUMBIA SC 29204

Dear Yvonda Bean:

SUBJECT:  **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC0020000122D

This letter obligates $123,637.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022,
representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount
of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of
$781,048.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim
eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility
and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the
HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS
are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Yvonda Bean
Executive Director
Housing Authority Of Columbia
1917 HARDEN Street
COLUMBIA SC 29204

Dear Yvonda Bean:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00200000222D

This letter obligates $231,681.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $1,192,251.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Yvonda Bean
Executive Director
Housing Authority Of Columbia
1917 HARDEN Street
COLUMBIA SC 29204

Dear Yvonda Bean:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC0020000322D

This letter obligates $587,782.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $3,046,929.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at [https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf](https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf).

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Yvonda Bean
Executive Director
Housing Authority Of Columbia
1917 HARDEN Street
COLUMBIA SC 29204

Dear Yvonda Bean:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00200000422D

This letter obligates $326,549.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $1,672,059.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Yvonda Bean
Executive Director
Housing Authority Of Columbia
1917 HARDEN Street
COLUMBIA SC 29204

Dear Yvonda Bean:

SUBJECT:  **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00200000522D

This letter obligates $223,933.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022,
representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount
of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of
$1,297,867.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim
eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility
and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the
HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS
are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-
2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Yvonda Bean
Executive Director
Housing Authority Of Columbia
1917 HARDEN Street
COLUMBIA SC 29204

Dear Yvonda Bean:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00200000722D

This letter obligates $2,929.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $10,012.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see: https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/opfnd2022

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Yvonda Bean
Executive Director
Housing Authority Of Columbia
1917 HARDEN Street
COLUMBIA SC 29204

Dear Yvonda Bean:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00200001522D

This letter obligates $560.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022,
representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount
of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of
$3,949.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim
eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility
and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the
HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS
are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-
2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Yvonda Bean
Executive Director
Housing Authority Of Columbia
1917 HARDEN Street
COLUMBIA SC 29204

Dear Yvonda Bean:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00200001622D

This letter obligates $12,982.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $68,071.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Shaunte Evans
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Spartanburg
170 Arch St.
Spartanburg SC 29303

Dear Shaunte Evans:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00300002022D

This letter obligates $31,256.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $174,582.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Shaunte Evans
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Spartanburg
170 Arch St.
Spartanburg SC 29303

Dear Shaunte Evans:

SUBJECT:  **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00300003022D

This letter obligates $89,986.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $532,887.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at [https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf](https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf).

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Shaunte Evans
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Spartanburg
170 Arch St.
Spartanburg SC 29303

Dear Shaunte Evans:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00300004022D

This letter obligates $3,277.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022,
representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount
of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of
$16,527.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim
eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility
and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the
HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS
are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-
2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Shaunte Evans
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Spartanburg
170 Arch St.
Spartanburg SC 29303

Dear Shaunte Evans:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00300008022D

This letter obligates $103,680.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $530,079.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see: https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/opfnd2022

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Shaunte Evans
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Spartanburg
170 Arch St.
Spartanburg SC 29303

Dear Shaunte Evans:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00300010022D

This letter obligates $59,717.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $409,614.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Shaunte Evans
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Spartanburg
170 Arch St.
Spartanburg SC 29303

Dear Shaunte Evans:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00300015022D

This letter obligates $88,689.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $379,807.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Shaunte Evans
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Spartanburg
170 Arch St.
Spartanburg SC 29303

Dear Shaunte Evans:

SUBJECT:   Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
           LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00300018022D

This letter obligates $5,176.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $25,038.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Shawn Williams
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Greenville
122 Edinburgh Court
Greenville SC 29607

Dear Shawn Williams:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00400003822D

This letter obligates $1,955.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $8,118.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Shawn Williams
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Greenville
122 Edinburgh Court
Greenville SC 29607

Dear Shawn Williams:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00400003922D

This letter obligates $5,316.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $32,856.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Shawn Williams  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Greenville  
122 Edinburgh Court  
Greenville SC 29607

Dear Shawn Williams:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00400403322D

This letter obligates $61,333.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $282,665.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at  

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Shawn Williams
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Greenville
122 Edinburgh Court
Greenville SC 29607

Dear Shawn Williams:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00400403522D

This letter obligates $29,873.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $130,373.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Shawn Williams
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Greenville
122 Edinburgh Court
Greenville SC 29607

Dear Shawn Williams:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00400403622D

This letter obligates $31,313.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $123,561.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Jaime Steen
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Darlington
324 BACOTE Street
DARLINGTON SC 29532

Dear Jaime Steen:

SUBJECT: Obliation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00500000122D

This letter obligates $168,734.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022,
representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount
of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of
$702,708.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim
eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility
and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the
HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS
are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-
2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Chanosha Lawton
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Aiken
100 Rogers Terrace
AIKEN SC 29802

Dear Chanosha Lawton:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC0070000122D

This letter obligates $218,838.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022,
representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount
of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of
$939,950.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim
eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility
and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the
HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS
are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-
2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Chanosha Lawton
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Aiken
100 Rogers Terrace
AIKEN SC 29802

Dear Chanosha Lawton:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00700001222D

This letter obligates $5,045.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $18,713.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Chanosha Lawton
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Aiken
100 Rogers Terrace
AIKEN SC 29802

Dear Chanosha Lawton:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00700001322D

This letter obligates $2,112.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $6,354.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Chanosha Lawton  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Aiken  
100 Rogers Terrace  
ROGERS  
AIKEN SC 29802  

Dear Chanosha Lawton:  

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00700001422D  

April 25, 2022  

This letter obligates $2,005.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, 
representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount 
of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of 
$7,437.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim 
eligibility and funding availability, please see:  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated 
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency 
are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund 
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility 
and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the 
HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS 
are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at  
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03- 
2018rev2.pdf.  

Sincerely,  

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Chanosha Lawton
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Aiken
100 Rogers TerraceROGERS
AIKEN SC 29802

Dear Chanosha Lawton:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00700001522D

This letter obligates $685.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022,
representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount
of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of
$3,733.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim
eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility
and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the
HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS
are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-
2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Brian Griswell
Executive Director
SC Regional Housing Authority No 1
460 CHURCH Street
LAURENS SC 29360

Dear Brian Griswell:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00800000122D

This letter obligates $156,099.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $881,224.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Brian Griswell
Executive Director
SC Regional Housing Authority No 1
460 CHURCH Street
LAURENS SC 29360

Dear Brian Griswell:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC0080000222D

This letter obligates $135,589.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $798,454.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at [https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf](https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf).

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Brian Griswell  
Executive Director  
SC Regional Housing Authority No 1  
460 CHURCH Street  
LAURENS SC 29360

Dear Brian Griswell:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00800000322D

This letter obligates $133,372.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $804,722.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at [https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf](https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf).

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Brian Griswell
Executive Director
SC Regional Housing Authority No 1
460 CHURCH Street
LAURENS SC 29360

Dear Brian Griswell:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00800000422D

This letter obligates $153,486.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $827,748.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at [https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf](https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf).

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Brian Griswell
Executive Director
SC Regional Housing Authority No 1
460 CHURCH Street
LAURENS SC 29360

Dear Brian Griswell:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00800000522D

This letter obligates $246,469.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $1,274,478.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Brian Griswell
Executive Director
SC Regional Housing Authority No 1
460 CHURCH Street
LAURENS SC 29360

Dear Brian Griswell:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00800000622D

This letter obligates $147,569.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $797,867.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Brian Griswell
Executive Director
SC Regional Housing Authority No 1
460 CHURCH Street
LAURENS SC 29360

Dear Brian Griswell:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC00800000722D

This letter obligates $130,733.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $676,347.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Brian Griswell  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Laurens  
218 SPRING Street  
LAURENS SC 29360

Dear Brian Griswell:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC01100000122D

This letter obligates $131,483.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $657,256.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Mary Chase N. Ford
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Abbeville
508 HAIGLER Street
ABBEVILLE SC 29620

Dear Mary Chase N. Ford:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC01200000122D

This letter obligates $126,557.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $609,579.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at [https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf](https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf).

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Rebecca B. Brigman
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Bennettsville
253 FLETCHER Street
BENNETTSVILLE SC 29512

Dear Rebecca B. Brigman:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC01500000122D

This letter obligates $107,719.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022,
representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount
of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of
$537,837.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim
eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility
and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the
HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS
are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-
2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Janice Fowler  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Greer  
103 SCHOOL Street  
GREER SC 29651

Dear Janice Fowler:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC01600000122D

This letter obligates $100,419.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $622,313.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see: https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/opfnd2022

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Randolph Mathis  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Gaffney  
125 BELTLINE Road  
GAFFNEY SC 29341

Dear Randolph Mathis:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC01700000122D

This letter obligates $83,361.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $436,167.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Randolph Mathis
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Gaffney
125 BELTLINE Road
GAFFNEY SC 29341

Dear Randolph Mathis:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC01700000222D

This letter obligates $52,075.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $278,023.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see: https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/opfnd2022

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Randolph Mathis
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Gaffney
125 BELTLINE Road
GAFFNEY SC 29341

Dear Randolph Mathis:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC01700000322D

This letter obligates $23,764.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022,
representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount
of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of
$153,740.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim
eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility
and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the
HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS
are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-
2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Randolph Mathis  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Gaffney  
125 BELTLINE Road  
GAFFNEY SC 29341

Dear Randolph Mathis:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC0170000422D

This letter obligates $34,820.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $198,657.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Debbie Maness
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Union
PORTER
UNION SC 29379

Dear Debbie Maness:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC01900000122D

This letter obligates $140,806.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022,
representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount
of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of
$787,148.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim
eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility
and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the
HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS
are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Debbie Maness  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Union  
PORTER  
UNION SC 29379

Dear Debbie Maness:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC01900000222D

This letter obligates $66,161.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $345,439.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Ralph Walling
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Chester
2678 DAWSON Drive
CHESTER SC 29706

Dear Ralph Walling:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC02000000122D

This letter obligates $107,273.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $478,864.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Anne Burroughs
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Marion
826 WALNUT Street
MARION SC 29571

Dear Anne Burroughs:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC02100000122D

This letter obligates $188,378.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $978,726.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at [https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf](https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf).

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Anne Burroughs  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Marion  
826 WALNUT Street  
MARION SC 29571

Dear Anne Burroughs:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC0210000222D

This letter obligates $113,918.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022,  
representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount  
of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of  
$576,843.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim  
eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund  
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility  
and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the  
HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS  
are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at  

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Dewayne Alford  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Rock Hill  
WILSON  
ROCK HILL SC 29730

Dear Dewayne Alford:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC02200000122D

This letter obligates $289,848.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $1,507,101.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at [https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf](https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf).

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Donna Lamer
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Sumter
P O Box 1030
Sumter SC 29150

Dear Donna Lamer:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC02300000122D

This letter obligates $193,033.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022,
representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount
of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of
$964,712.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim
eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility
and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the
HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS
are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-
2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Donna Lamer  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Sumter  
P O Box 1030  
Sumter SC 29150

Dear Donna Lamer:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC02300000222D

This letter obligates $135,016.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $702,738.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at [https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf](https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf).

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Robert Thomas
Executive Director
SC Regional Housing Authority No 3
10938 ELLENTON ST
BARNWELL SC 29812

Dear Robert Thomas:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC0240000122D

This letter obligates $133,142.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $700,648.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Robert Thomas  
Executive Director  
SC Regional Housing Authority No 3  
10938 ELENTON ST  
BARNWELL SC 29812

Dear Robert Thomas:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC024000022D

This letter obligates $128,704.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $656,068.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see: https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/opfnd2022

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

April 25, 2022

Robert Thomas
Executive Director
SC Regional Housing Authority No 3
10938 ELLENTON ST
BARNWELL SC 29812

Dear Robert Thomas:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC02400000322D

This letter obligates $106,178.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $574,024.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at [https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf](https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf).

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

April 25, 2022

Robert Thomas
Executive Director
SC Regional Housing Authority No 3
10938 ELLENTON ST
BARNWELL SC 29812

Dear Robert Thomas:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC02400000422D

This letter obligates $115,084.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $618,120.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Robert  Thomas  
Executive Director  
SC Regional Housing Authority No 3  
10938 ELLENTON ST  
BARNWELL SC 29812

Dear Robert Thomas:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC02400000522D

This letter obligates $127,689.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022,  
representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022.  The amount  
of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of  
$637,095.00.  For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim  
eligibility and funding availability, please see:  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund  
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility  
and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the  
HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS  
are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at  
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-  
2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Robert Thomas  
Executive Director  
SC Regional Housing Authority No 3  
10938 ELLENTON ST  
BARNWELL SC 29812

Dear Robert Thomas:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC0240000622D

This letter obligates $50,126.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $278,090.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Robert Thomas  
Executive Director  
SC Regional Housing Authority No 3  
10938 ELLENTON ST  
BARNWELL SC 29812

Dear Robert Thomas:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC0240000722D

This letter obligates $29,458.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $161,111.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at [https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf](https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf).

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Robert Thomas
Executive Director
SC Regional Housing Authority No 3
10938 ELLENTON ST
BARNWELL SC 29812

Dear Robert Thomas:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC02400000822D

This letter obligates $19,043.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $103,472.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at [https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf](https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf).

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Sherry Joyner
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Conway
2303 LEONARD Avenue
CONWAY SC 29527

Dear Sherry Joyner:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC02500000122D

This letter obligates $86,518.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $515,622.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Sherry Joyner
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Conway
2303 LEONARD Avenue
CONWAY SC 29527

Dear Sherry Joyner:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC0250000222D

This letter obligates $68,691.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $371,726.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Angela Childers  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Beaufort  
1009 Prince Street  
Beaufort SC 29902  

Dear Angela Childers:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC0260000122D

This letter obligates $28,874.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $310,431.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Angela Childers  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Beaufort  
1009 Prince Street  
Beaufort SC 29902

Dear Angela Childers:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC02600000222D

This letter obligates $63,819.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $359,929.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at [https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf](https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf).

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Clamentine Elmore  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Florence  
400 E PINE Street  
FLORENCE SC 29506

Dear Clamentine Elmore:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC02700000222D

This letter obligates $71,747.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $340,313.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Clamentine Elmore
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Florence
400 E PINE Street
FLORENCE SC 29506

Dear Clamentine Elmore:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC02700000322D

This letter obligates $136,730.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $778,913.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Clamentine Elmore
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Florence
400 E PINE Street
FLORENCE SC 29506

Dear Clamentine Elmore:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC02700000422D

This letter obligates $48,201.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $275,198.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Clamentine Elmore
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Florence
400 E PINE Street
FLORENCE SC 29506

Dear Clamentine Elmore:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC02700000522D

This letter obligates $17,791.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $94,188.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Clamentine Elmore
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Florence
400 E PINE Street
FLORENCE SC 29506

Dear Clamentine Elmore:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC02700001022D

This letter obligates $48,793.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $217,972.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Clamentine Elmore
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Florence
400 E PINE Street
FLORENCE SC 29506

Dear Clamentine Elmore:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC02700001122D

This letter obligates $40,748.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $241,166.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Clamentine Elmore
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Florence
400 E PINE Street
FLORENCE SC 29506

Dear Clamentine Elmore:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC02700001222D

This letter obligates $35,864.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $213,348.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Clamentine Elmore
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Florence
400 E PINE Street
FLORENCE SC 29506

Dear Clamentine Elmore:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC02700002022D

This letter obligates $78,122.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $447,908.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Clamentine Elmore  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Florence  
400 E PINE Street  
FLORENCE SC 29506

Dear Clamentine Elmore:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC02700002122D

This letter obligates $45,312.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $229,177.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at  

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

April 25, 2022

Clamentine Elmore
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Florence
400 E PINE Street
FLORENCE SC 29506

Dear Clamentine Elmore:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC02700003022D

This letter obligates $7,194.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $46,772.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Clamentine Elmore  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Florence  
400 E PINE Street  
FLORENCE SC 29506

Dear Clamentine Elmore:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC02700003122D

This letter obligates $33,373.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $156,336.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see: https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/opfnd2022

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

ALISSA COLLINGTON
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Georgetown
1 LINCOLN Street
GEORGETOWN SC 29440

Dear ALISSA COLLINGTON:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC0280000122D

This letter obligates $126,482.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $660,976.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

ALISSA COLLINGTON
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Georgetown
1 LINCOLN Street
GEORGETOWN SC 29440

Dear ALISSA COLLINGTON:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC0280000222D

This letter obligates $69,163.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $344,918.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Kim Funderburk
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Hartsville
1301 S 5TH Street
HARTSVILLE SC 29550

Dear Kim Funderburk:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC0290000122D

This letter obligates $105,344.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022,
representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount
of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of
$483,734.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim
eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility
and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the
HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS
are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

PATRICK PRINCE
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Greenwood
315 FOUNDRY ROAD
GREENWOOD SC 29646

Dear PATRICK PRINCE:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC03000125822D

This letter obligates $100,223.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022,
representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount
of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of
$637,410.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim
eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility
and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the
HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS
are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-
2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Clamentine Elmore
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Cheraw
1345 DIZZY GILLESPIE Drive
CHERAW SC 29520

Dear Clamentine Elmore:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC0310000122D

This letter obligates $174,601.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $907,180.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Veronica Williams
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Lancaster
3502 Caroline Court
Lancaster SC 29720

Dear Veronica Williams:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC03200000122D

This letter obligates $122,248.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $604,791.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Dear Beverly Gasque:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC0330000122D

This letter obligates $115,008.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $647,087.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Regina Koon
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Newberry
3589 GRANT Avenue
NEWBERRY SC 29108

Dear Regina Koon:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC03500200622D

This letter obligates $151,304.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $1,027,786.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see: https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/opfnd2022

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary, 
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Regina Koon
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Newberry
3589 GRANT Avenue
NEWBERRY SC 29108

Dear Regina Koon:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC03507200622D

This letter obligates $54,300.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $255,395.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Jeffery Trahan
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Anderson
1335 E RIVER Street
ANDERSON SC 29624

Dear Jeffery Trahan:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC03700001122D

This letter obligates $210,415.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022,
representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount
of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of
$1,111,372.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim
eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility
and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the
HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS
are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Dear Debbie Marshall:

SUBJECT:   Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC04000000122D

This letter obligates $37,277.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $327,429.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Jennifer Hammond
Executive Director
Housing Authority of York
221 California Street
YORK SC 29745

Dear Jennifer Hammond:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC04600000122D

This letter obligates $72,067.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $416,304.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Daysha Gordon-Alston
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Easley
101 WALLACE Drive
EASLEY SC 29640

Dear Daysha Gordon-Alston:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC05300000122D

This letter obligates $66,278.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $405,270.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Franklin Scott
Executive Director
Charleston County Housing and Redevelopment Authority
2106 Mt. Pleasant Street
Charleston SC 29403

Dear Franklin Scott:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC05600000122D

This letter obligates $25,134.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $390,028.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Franklin Scott
Executive Director
Charleston County Housing and Redevelopment Authority
2106 Mt. Pleasant Street
Charleston SC 29403

Dear Franklin Scott:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC05600000722D

This letter obligates $50,504.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $271,641.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at


Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Franklin Scott
Executive Director
Charleston County Housing and Redevelopment Authority
2106 Mt. Pleasant Street
Charleston SC 29403

Dear Franklin Scott:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC05600023522D

This letter obligates $104,688.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $581,584.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQuickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Clamentine Elmore
Executive Director
Marlboro Co Hsg & Redev Authority
100 WOODS Avenue
CLIO SC 29525

Dear Clamentine Elmore:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC05900000122D

This letter obligates $51,566.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $240,430.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CFO/documents/eLOCCSQickReferenceGuide03-2018rev2.pdf.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
April 25, 2022

Ivory Mathews
Executive Director
Housing Authority of the City of Cayce
1917 Harden Street
Columbia SC 29204

Dear Ivory Mathews:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN SC0610000122D

This letter obligates $34,680.00 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2022,
representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of May and June 2022. The amount
of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of
$160,046.00. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim
eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current eligibility
and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through the
HUD Electronic Line of Credit Control System (eLOCCS). Instructions for the use of eLOCCS
are available in the eLOCCS Quick References document at

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs